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TinyOS-New Trends, Comparative Views, and
Supported Sensing Applications: A Review

Muhammad Amjad, Muhammad Sharif, Muhammad Khalil Afzal, and Sung Won Kim

Abstract— The wireless sensor network (WSN) is an interest-
ing area for modern day research groups. Tiny sensor nodes
are deployed in a diversity of environments but with limited
resources. Scarce resources compel researchers to employ an
operating system that requires limited memory and minimum
power. Tiny operating system (TinyOS) is a widely used oper-
ating system for sensor nodes, which provides concurrency and
flexibility while adhering to the constraints of scarce resources.
Comparatively, TinyOS is considered to be the most robust,
innovative, energy-efficient, and widely used operating system
in sensor networks. This paper looks at the state-of-the-art
TinyOS and the different dimensions of its design paradigm,
programming model, execution model, scheduling algorithms,
concurrency, memory management, hardware support platforms,
and other features. The addition of different features in TinyOS
makes it the operating system of choice for WSNs. Sensing nodes
with TinyOS seem to show more flexibility in supporting diverse
types of sensing applications.

Index Terms— Wireless sensor networks, operating system,
sensor nodes, energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

SENSING nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are
smaller in size, compared to other nodes in conventional

networks. These nodes sense their environment, process the
sensed data and then transmit that data to their destination [1].
Among sensor nodes, mutual coordination and an exchange
of huge amounts of information can be witnessed. Rapid
progression in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
has made it much easier to deploy sensor nodes in a wide
variety of situations, such as battlefields, habitat monitoring,
forecasting the weather, health, mechanics, transportation,
underwater sensing, ecological sensing and other military
applications [2]–[5]. The sensors, being very small in size,
have a limited battery life and resources. These limitations
are taken into consideration when designing communications
models, network topologies, various algorithms and operating
systems (OSs) for tiny sensing nodes [6].
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WSN researchers have help with different coding
parameters and various languages in providing an OS for
the proper functioning of sensing nodes [7], [8]. Different
operating systems are now in place for sensor nodes, but Tiny
Operating System (TinyOS) is acknowledged as the most
suitable one to operate in a resource-starved network like
a WSN. Tiny sensing motes operate in a variety of fields.
These nodes are equipped with even more limited power
resources. Replacement of batteries incurs serious overhead.
Therefore, one requirement is that an energy-efficient OS must
be designed for these sensing nodes. TinyOS is especially
designed for low power sensing motes. It was first developed
as a research project, but is now acknowledged as an open
OS for sensing motes [9]. There are four main requirements
that compelled researchers to come out with novel, flexible
and concurrent versions of TinyOS for sensing motes.

1) Limited Resources: Sensing motes with limited
resources and smaller sizes have very limited physical
and logical resources to carry out their sensing
operations. A processor of usually 1-MIPS (million
instructions per second) with very small memory is used
in these tiny sensing motes. New advances in sensing
technology are made by taking into consideration these
requirements.

2) Reactive Concurrency: Sensing motes sense the data
and then process that data. During processing, some
type of data aggregation or compression is performed.
After processing, data are transferred to other nodes or
a base station (BS). From the BS, the data are utilized
for further analysis. For all these operations, it is a
requirement for the OS of the sensing nodes to be
highly concurrent. Reactive concurrency enables the OS
to handle real-time tasks for the sensing operation.

3) Low Power: Sensing motes are installed in various
locations. Their replacement is not an easy task.
Therefore, changing or charging the batteries incurs
serious overhead. For sensing motes to operate
untethered, a continuous power supply is mandatory.
Therefore, TinyOS was designed by taking into con-
sideration the limited power of sensing motes. TinyOS
is not only an energy-efficient OS; it also helps other
sensing applications to conserve energy in their sensing
operations.

4) Flexibility: It is necessary for the OS of sensing motes
to be flexible enough to support novel and diverse
sensing applications. TinyOS supports modularity and
a large number of hardware platforms.
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TinyOS was first developed in 2000 in University of
California, Berkeley. It was started as the research project and
was used only by the researchers. In late 2000, a systematic
architectural directions for TinyOS was proposed [186].
TinyOS version 0.6 was introduced in 2001, and addressed
certain limitations in its programming model. In January 2002,
a bootcamp was arranged for TinyOS, while the core work
group for TinyOS was formed in 2004. Version 2.0 and 2.0.2
were introduced in 2006 and 2007, respectively. Safe threads
were added in TinyOS in 2008. Version 2.1, and 2.1.2 became
available in 2010 and 2012. Currently, TinyOS development is
transformed to GitHub, where the researchers can contribute
to its development. Now, there are about 35,000 downloads
of this free available operating system per year [12].

A monolithic architecture, novel t-kernel integration,
efficient power management, concurrency handling and
supportive components for diverse types of communications
make TinyOS a stable and self-contained OS. Robust systems
were once categorized as difficult to write, but evolving
language extensions in TinyOS have made it an OS for
embedded systems. TinyOS has made its way into well-known
computing projects, such as Cisco’s smart grid systems and
Xen [11]–[13]. This paper encompasses the detailed features
of TinyOS, its architectural and component models, their
development, and the main advantages it added in making
sensing node operations more and more reliable, flexible
and robust. Our study has taken into consideration all
possible aspects of TinyOS, from the programming model
to its supported sensing applications. It is the first study of
TinyOS that shows new trends and its novel supportive sensing
applications. Table I defines the abbreviations used extensively
in the paper, while Table II shows a comparison of this study
and already existing surveys on TinyOS and other OSs
for WSNs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the programming model of TinyOS, which consists
of concurrency and execution. Section III surveys the schedul-
ing algorithms used for TinyOS. Section IV and Section V
cover the memory and energy management techniques of
TinyOS. In Section VI, energy management by TinyOS,
especially in the communications process with reference to
communications protocols, is discussed. Section VII describes
the simulators of TinyOS. A detailed comparative view of
TinyOS with other OSs for WSNs is given in Section VIII.
Section IX looks at the TinyOS-supported hardware platforms.
Section X lists the TinyOS-supported sensing applications,
while in Section XI, limitations and modifications of TinyOS
are broadly discussed.

II. PROGRAMMING MODEL

Programming TinyOS for tiny sensing nodes has various
constraints. The scattered and distributed nature of nodes con-
fronts the programmer. Different programming models have
been adopted to provide an OS for sensing nodes. Choosing
a particular programming model mainly depends upon three
attributes of WSNs: first, the nature of the sensing nodes;
second, what tasks the nodes are going to perform within the
group; and third, the network type [14].

TABLE I

ABBREVIATIONS

An OS for sensing nodes should be more collaborative,
fault tolerant and futuristic. The programming model for
TinyOS follows in the footsteps of component-based pro-
gramming models. One of the dialectics of C, commonly
known as NesC, is behind the programming of the novel
TinyOS for WSNs. The main module of NesC consists of an
editor, a parser, a model generator, a simulator and a model
checker. These modules of the NesC architecure are shown
in Fig. 1 [15].

The whole programming model of TinyOS is a combina-
tion of different components [16]. These components, when
categorized, fall into three abstractions: commands, events
and tasks [17]. A command initiates a component to per-
form some type of operation, which is then narrated into
a request message. An event component displays output.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON BETWEEN THIS STUDY AND AVAILABLE SURVEYS

Fig. 1. Architecture of NesC (adapted from [15]).

Communication between the components is achieved with
the help of tasks. Components are also provided with the
interfaces. These component interfaces fall into two classes.

1) Interfaces that the component uses.
2) Interfaces the component provides.
Interfaces also use a bidirectional feature for their operation.

In addition to these component-based interfaces, TinyOS has
other interfaces for its various operations [18].

Contracts [19] are now employed for the interfaces, which
are used again and again. Hence, the components that are
reused by the applications are now replaced by the interface
contracts [21]–[23]. Many hardware abstractions were also
added to TinyOS [24], [25]. Using NesC and then joining
the components is not an easy task in coding for TinyOS.
Linking models are apparently not the same for C and its
dialectics [26], [27]. Different design patterns have been intro-
duced for software to evolve a programming model for TinyOS
in NesC [28]. The programming model of TinyOS in NesC
mainly focuses on concurrency and execution of tasks. These
two features and their support in TinyOS are discussed below.

A. Concurrency Support

In NesC programs, components of user applications not
only interact with TinyOS code but also with one another.
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This has been achieved with inclusion of concurrency
in TinyOS. TinyOS follows an event-driven concurrency
model [29], [30].

The event-driven concurrency model in TinyOS some-
times introduces certain complexities in the normal opera-
tion of sensing nodes. As sensing nodes have to operate
undeterred, blocking certain components of an application
can block the whole sensing operation. Race condition in
the NesC compiler has already been integrated to miti-
gate concurrency-related problems. Application programmers
now have multiple techniques for checking concurrency-
related errors, out of which a process algebra known as
communicating sequential processes (CSP) [31] is highly
used. Another method to achieve maximum concurrency with
scarce processing resources is an implementation of TinyOS
threads (TOSThreads). The TinyOS concurrent model fol-
lows a synchronous and asynchronous model of execution.
In TOSThreads, threads are categorized into application-level
threads and kernel-level threads. Kernel-level threads are
assigned with high priority and cannot be preempted by user-
level threads. User-level threads cannot interact with OS-level
threads, either synchronously or asynchronously [32], [33].

TOSThreads are used to change the conventional TinyOS
non-preemptive behavior to preemptive behavior. The addition
of these TOSThreads brings extra complexity to TinyOS. Due
to this complexity, the component-based programming model
with preemptive scheduling lost its efficiency. To address
this issue in TOSThreads, another preemptive technique has
been added; that approach is the TinyOS preemptive orig-
inal (TOS-PRO) approach. The main benefit of TOS-PRO
is enhanced concurrrency in TinyOS. This improvement in
concurrency results in system improvements, which finally
results in fast execution of real-time tasks [34].

Enhancing concurrency has been an interesting area in
WSN OS design. To improve concurrency, lightweight, thread-
like abstractions, called fibers in concurrency modeling, are
now also seen in TinyOS [35]. In recent developments, the
concurrency information of expected applications is obtained
before execution via Integrated Concurrency and Energy
Management (ICEM) in device drivers [36].

B. Execution Model

TinyOS written in NesC has an execution model that is sen-
sitive to interrupts. Different computational tasks are executed
non-preemptively and follow the pattern of run to completion.
However, the main hurdle in execution of such tasks is the
occurrence of interrupts in the execution of tasks [15]. TinyOS
supports different types of hardware platform in the WSN
domain. These different platforms introduce their own inter-
rupts relating to their hardware designs. Software interrupts
have little overhead in execution of tasks [37].

Tiny sensing nodes with limited processing capability have
to time-share a processor among applications, the OS and
different communications protocols. Better execution and fast
convergence in this case can be achieved when individual com-
ponents are virtually partitioned. An event-driven execution
model produces maximum concurrency that works within the

Fig. 2. TinyOS scheduler (adapted from [44]).

limited resources, like energy and memory. Introduction of
threads to gain more execution and concurrency also demands
more memory [38], [39]. Now researchers are finding ways
to predict memory and power demands by applications before
they make their way into real sensing networks [40]. Differ-
ent virtual machines are now in place to predict the future
demands of user applications and communications protocols
for memory and execution time. Application-specific virtual
machines (ASVM) can go to the extent of reprogramming
already deployed WSNs [41], [42]. Different visualizing toolk-
its for TinyOS have also been constructed to assist program-
mers. With these toolkits, execution time of different tasks can
be predicted. In [43], a toolkit for TinyOS 2.0 was developed
to predict the runnng time of different embedded applications.

III. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

TinyOS programmed in NesC is equipped with the basic
components of events and tasks. In the initial versions of
TinyOS, there was a single type of task. Therefore, a wide
variety of scheduling algorithms was not needed. A simple
scheduler was integrated to assist the single task dependent
TinyOS. A basic task scheduler for TinyOS was run to
complete the task scheduler. It was a non-preemptive task
scheduler. The basic TinyOS scheduler is shown in Fig. 2 [44].
This earlier form of task scheduler was first in, first
out (FIFO) [8], [10], [11], [17], [20], [44], [45]. Now, WSNs
have found their applications in multiple fields. Therefore, a
wide variety of tasks have to be handled by the OS. With the
increasing number of tasks, the number of scheduling algo-
rithms has also increased. FIFO is now not the only scheduling
parameter in TinyOS. Multiple scheduling techniques have
now been integrated [44].

A. Priority Scheduling

In this technique, tasks are given priority, and that priority
is based on their importance. Real-time and other network
packets are now given the highest priority to ensure quality of
service (QoS). TinyOS with priority scheduling is discussed
elsewhere [46]–[48].
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B. Earliest Deadline First (EDF)

In this scheduling technique, real-time sensitive traffic is
scheduled. Tasks are now prioritized, depending on their
remaining execution times. TinyOS with EDF [44], [47], [48]
shows enormous responsiveness towards time-critical data.

C. Real-Time Scheduling (RTS)

Another scheduling algorithm to handle real-time tasks
and network packets is the real-time scheduling mechanism.
This method employs a pre-emptive technique to execute a
given task in TinyOS [49], [50]. Real-time tasks can also
be scheduled by classifying them into periodic and aperiodic
tasks. These periodic tasks, known as time-bounded tasks are
then executed by the periodic scheduler, and aperiodic tasks
can be scheduled with a time-unbound scheduler known as
the aperiodic scheduler. Response time for aperiodic tasks has
also improved many times over. In this category of real-time
scheduling, energy is conserved many times, as compared to
other scheduling techniques used in TinyOS [48], [51].

D. Deadline Scheduler (DS)

This is an enhanced version of FIFO scheduling. However,
deadline is a new parameter added to the TinyOS scheduling
technique. Incoming tasks are now categorized based on their
deadlines [47], [48].

E. Priority-Based Soft Real-Time Scheduling

Certain tasks take a lot of time in their execution. This
can lead to overloading. In this situation, real-time tasks are
not executed properly. To mitigate this problem, priority-based
soft real-time scheduling was introduced in TinyOS for smooth
execution of real-time tasks [47], [48], [50].

F. Job: A New TinyOS Based Task Scheduler

An earlier version of the TinyOS task scheduler was run
to completion, non-preemptive. This introduced a problem
for larger tasks because these tasks had to wait for a long
time, which reduces system responsiveness. This issue was
addressed with cooperative and multithreading multitasking.
Job is a task scheduler for TinyOS, which incorporates cooper-
ative and multithreading multitasking approaches for executing
the larger tasks in systems [52].

G. Adaptive Double-Ring Scheduling (ADRS)

In this TinyOS scheduling method, there are two types
of task cycle queue. One task cycle queue is given higher
priority than the other. Real-time tasks can also be executed
in ADRS, because they are placed in a task cycle queue
that has a higher priority. ADRS is simulated in the TinyOS-
based simulator (TOSSIM). The simulation results showed that
TinyOS using ADRS provides better performance [48].

H. Co-Routine Scheduling

Multitasking is incorporated into TinyOS with the help
of a co-routine scheduling mechanism. Tasks are labelled as
routine, and each routine has its own stack. This method of

having a separate execution stack is more similar to having
threads in execution [48].

With the growing number of supported sensing appli-
cations in TinyOS, scheduling techniques have also been
modified. Different routing techniques also introduced new
packet scheduling methods to facilitate better convergence
and QoS [53]. Scheduling the power in the network is also
endorsed as the main scheduling research domain [54]. Details
of the above-mentioned scheduling policies with their advan-
tages and limitations are given in Table III.

IV. MEMORY MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION

WSNs consisting of tiny nodes have to operate with limited
resources. The available processing power and memory
are not enough. Hardware protection of memory is not
available in tiny nodes to safely manage the sensed and
processed data. Earlier versions of TinyOS only supported
static memory allocation due to limited available space [55].
However, gradual revisions, and new enhancements in
TinyOS, provide enhanced features like memory safety and
memory safety checks. TinyOS 2.0 introduced more memory
safety, compared to simple TinyOS 1.0 [56]. TinyOS 2.0 is
used as a basis for further enhancements to provide more
protection of memory. “Safe TinyOS” was developed with
a main function of providing memory safety to tiny nodes.
Various memory checks formed a red line for safe execution
of tasks. This red line prohibits bogus and unsafe programs
from executing and, in this way, “Safe TinyOS” provides
maximum memory safety for sensing nodes [57].

Untrusted extensions for TinyOS (UTOS) is another revi-
sion in TinyOS editions for providing more memory safety,
compared to “Safe TinyOS.” In UTOS, untrusted execution of
data is isolated first and then terminated. Simpler modifications
are required to transform TinyOS into UTOS. Migration
from simple TinyOS to UTOS gives more memory safety,
as depicted in Fig. 3 [58]. The size of the OS for WSNs
can also be minimized with the help of different program-
ming paradigms. The introduction of protothreads enabled OS
developers to write the code for WSN OSs with the fewest
possible lines [59]. This reduction in code length demands
less memory, which is the core demand for programming a
sensing-node OS.

There was also the introduction of UnStacked C in TinyOS.
In this approach, applications of a sensornet that support
TOSThreads can be modified in such a fashion that they can
easily be transformed into stackless threads during the building
process. The UnStacked C approach makes TinyOS memory-
efficient and conserves energy [60]. Dynamic TinyOS provides
the user with a dynamic auto-update feature in TinyOS and
its components, without interrupting the operations of sensing
nodes [61].

V. ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN TinyOS

Battery-operated tiny sensing nodes are widely distributed
to sense the required data. Replacing the batteries incurs
extra overhead on a resource-constrained network. Therefore,
every feature of WSNs is taken into consideration while
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TABLE III

TinyOS SCHEDULING POLICIES: AN OVERVIEW

designing them [62]. Different power-saving techniques have
been introduced to conserve maximum power. Sensing nodes
in some cases are shut down when they are no longer needed
for sensing data. Power is dynamically distributed in the whole
sensing network [63]. Usually, energy conservation is focused
in three major operations of the sensing nodes: processing,
communications, and sensing [64], [65].

Different techniques have been incorporated in TinyOS to
achieve minimum power utilization. TinyOS with software
thread integration (TOSSTI) is a method in which energy is
conserved in TinyOS. By the integration of software threads,
TinyOS makes efficient use of idle time during transmission,
processing and sensing of data [66]. In TinyOS that supports
high-power listening (HPL), TinyOS estimates the overall
load of the sensing nodes and then dynamically allocates the
required energy to the sensing nodes [67]. This can only
be possible with accurate estimation of energy consumption
in the sensing nodes. Sensing nodes consume energy in a
variety of ways [68], [69]. TinyOS, in this case, is the most
efficient OS because it estimates the energy consumed by
the sensing nodes, by TinyOS itself, and by its components.
TinyOS supports various methods of estimating the energy
consumption for different applications. One of the methods is
the energy tracking system.

In this method, energy-tracking components are added
in the TinyOS programming model. These energy-tracking
components track the energy consumption of various
components in the sensing nodes. Energy tracking of the
processor, the transmission module and the sensing module is
done with the help of TinyOS. The energy-tracking method

is shown in Fig. 4 [70], [71]. Different energy conservation
techniques have been implemented using TinyOS. One of
the techniques, called energy-aware target tracking (EATT),
is used to track the energy consumption and was developed
only for TinyOS [72].

VI. TinyOS AND ENERGY-EFFICIENT COMMUNICATIONS

Sensor nodes in WSNs sense data and then transfer them
to the BS. This communication is designed to be energy-
efficient to save the maximum amount of energy in the
system. Signal propagation, reception, packet transmission,
idle and sleep behavior of sensing motes are modelled to be
energy-efficient [73]. The OS in this regard plays a crucial
role. TinyOS, with its advanced components, favors energy-
efficient communications. Different mechanisms are supported
by TinyOS to estimate the consumption of energy. Accurate
consumption of energy for communications helps to estimate
the network lifetime and the stability of the whole network.
TinyOSs supportive behavior for energy-efficient WSN com-
munications (with relevant references) is shown in Fig. 5.

A. TinyOS Support for Communications Protocols

TinyOS provides compatibility for energy-efficient pro-
tocols. A large number of communications protocols are
well-supported in TinyOS. Protocols at the medium access
control (MAC) layer, transport layer and network layer are
specifically designed to consume less power. TinyOS, being
the most widely used OS for WSNs, is so flexible that it
supports the maximum number of energy-efficient protocols.
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Fig. 3. Transition of TinyOS from safe to untrusted extensions (adapted from
[58]).

Fig. 4. Energy-tracking technique by TinyOS (adapted from [71]).

1) TinyOS Support for Transport Layer Protocols: Protocols
for the transport layer have been designed to conserve energy
under the limited resources of WSNs. Protocols of the
transport layer are well-supported by TinyOS. TinyOS seems
to enhance the performance of protocols in the sensing
operation. A hybrid, dynamic, reliable protocol was designed
for the transport layer, and its performance was measured with
TinyOS [74]. Another widely used transport layer protocol
is the post-order based protocol. This protocol is suitable not
only for the transport layer but also for the routing layer. The
post-order based protocol is implemented in TinyOS, and
shows the best results with this event-driven OS [75].

2) TinyOS Support for Network Layer Protocols: Instead
of conventional routing protocols, energy-efficient rout-
ing protocols have been designed for WSNs. So WSN
researchers have developed robust and energy-saving routing
protocols [76]–[78]. TinyOS provides support for these routing
protocols to save the maximum amount of energy [79].

Opportunistic routing has been introduced in WSNs.
This routing approach seems to conserve more energy in
WSNs [80], [81]. A very specific TinyOS-based opportunistic
routing protocol, named the TinyOS opportunistic routing
protocol (TORP), was proposed to conserve energy. This
approach selects the forwarding nodes in a more efficient way
and then forwards data to nearby nodes, and hence, conserves
energy in the system. TORP has enhanced network lifetime,
scalability, throughput and energy efficiency, compared to
other conventional routing protocols [82]. Low-energy adap-
tive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) [83] is the network layer
protocol for WSNs. It is a conventional routing protocol for
WSNs. The LEACH protocol has been tested on TinyOS. The
implementation of LEACH under TinyOS shows that LEACH
performs better in conjunction with TinyOS [84]. The LEACH
protocol is extensively implemented on TinyOS. It also shows
better performance with the TOSSIM simulator. Other routing
protocols have also been derived from the LEACH proto-
col and have been implemented in TinyOS [85]. Routing
protocols for ad hoc networks show smooth operation with
TinyOS. Comparisons of energy efficiency for different routing
protocols are made by implementing them under TinyOS.
Location-aided routing (LAD) and destination sequence vector
routing (DSVR) were implemented using TinyOS. TinyOS
supports the energy-efficient communications of these routing
protocols [86]. Sensing nodes in WSNs share network traffic
load with other nodes in the network. Various load-balancing
routing approaches have been proposed for WSNs. A load
balancing routing scheme presented by Daabaj [87] enables
the sensor nodes to balance the load and provides an energy-
efficient routing scheme. In this approach, the load-balancing
routing algorithm forms a tree-like forwarding table and tracks
the packets. Power consumption in energy-balanced routing
protocols is measured in TinyOS with dynamic power scaling.
With its implementation in TinyOS, dynamic power scaling
provides optimal power usage during routing operations [88].
The sensor protocol for information via negotiation (SPIN)
is a data-centric routing protocol for WSNs. SPIN follows
the energy-efficient event-driven delivery model. This routing
protocol is implemented using TinyOS and shows the best
results in improved network life and stability [89].

3) TinyOS Support for MAC Layer Protocols: Different
energy-efficient MAC layer protocols have been designed and
tested with TinyOS. Carrier sense multiple access/collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) is extensively used in WSNs. This
protocol gives optimal performance with TinyOS. Improved
versions of CSMA/CA were also tested on TinyOS-supported
simulators, such as TOSSIM and PowerTOSSIM [90]. B-MAC
is a well-known second layer protocol that is specifically
designed for TinyOS. This MAC layer protocol has a sleep
procedure to stabilize the network. Energy conservation in
the MAC layer enhances the overall energy of the sensing
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Fig. 5. TinyOS-based energy efficient communications.

nodes [91]. Another protocol in the MAC layer in TinyOS is
TinyOS low-power listening (TinyOS LPL). This is an efficient
energy-saving MAC protocol designed only for TinyOS [92].
X-MAC works well with TinyOS for duty cycled WSNs.
In X-MAC, energy is conserved more by employing a shorter
preamble. This shorter length preamble makes it the protocol
of choice. It was tested with TinyOS, and TinyOS seems
to be more compatible with this new version of a MAC
protocol [93]. Different versions of MAC protocols introduced
compatibility issues. Each MAC layer protocol is suitable for
some specific application or set of applications. These issues
introduce the problem of compatibility between protocols.
This, in turn, badly affects communications between sensing
nodes. To overcome compatibility issues, a MultiMAC proto-
col stack was introduced in WSNs. This MultiMAC stack is
fully supported and developed under TinyOS. With the help
of this approach, interoperability problems at this layer are
resolved. The MultiMAC protocol stack initially comprised
three well-known MAC protocols: CSMA/CA, LPL-MAC and
TDMA MAC. This stack is more flexible and scalable, because
it can support other MAC layer protocols, as well [94].

4) Support for IP and IPv6: Sensing motes, as compared
to other network nodes, did not use the conventional
internet protocol (IP) addressing scheme. However, new
research has enabled tiny sensing motes to use both
IP and IPv6 [102], [103]. With the help of IP communications,
low-power sensing nodes using TinyOS can communicate
directly with conventional IP networks. Both the IETF
6LoWPAN and RoLL research groups have come out with a
new benchmark, which focuses on implementation of IPv6 in
WSNs with the help of TinyOS [104]–[106].

There are certain limitations regarding the use of IP in
WSNs. These limitations hindered the use of IP for WSNs.
Now various modifications have been introduced in WSNs

OSs architecture to make it suitable for IP. The main chal-
lenges faced by WSNs OSs for using IP are discussed as
follows [228].

• Large IP header overhead is considered not suitable for
tiny low power sensing nodes OS. Sensing nodes radio
communication module consumes much energy while
transmitting and receiving the IP packet. IP header packet
size is 20 bytes for IP and 40 bytes for IPv6. To address
this challenge, various header compression approaches
are used by the WSNs to use IP and IPv6. TinyOS
supports various header compression techniques to make
the implementation of IP on WSNs [102].

• Addressing scheme of conventional IP network relies on
global IP address that uses dynamic host configuration
protocol (DHCP) in case of IPv4, and stateless address
auto-configuration (SAA) in IPv6, which in turn, creates
large overhead for low bandwidth and energy scarce
sensing nodes. TinyOS seems to provide the compatibility
between the data-centric routing in WSNs and address
centric routing of IP networks [103].

• Compared to IP network, WSNs have very limited battery
life. The replacement of battery is not an option in many
cases such as battlefield implementation. IP consumes
larger bandwidth for convergence and controlling the net-
work topology compared to WSNs. Hence, various novel
energy efficient routing protocols have been designed sep-
arately for WSNs with less code size. TinyOS supports an
efficient energy tracking mechanism for implementation
of IP in WSNs.

While residing within these limitations, various approaches
have been adopted to introduce interoperability in the sensing
nodes architecture and transmission control protocol and the
internet protocol (TCP/IP) stack. Two approaches which are
adopted for compatibility are the proxy-based and the sensor
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node stack-based [95]. With the introduction of internet of
things (IoT), the sensing nodes that are now termed as the
data producing nodes, use the sensor stack-based approach
for communication with the internet. TinyOS supports the
sensor stack-based approach by employing the efficient inlined
functions in its programming model. The optimization of
programming model of TinyOS gives the energy efficient
solution for this stack-based approach.

Interoperability of TCP/IP for sensing nodes was firsts
introduced in [229] by introducing the micro IP (uIP) and
lightweight IP (lwIP) TCP/IP stacks for small sensing motes.
These uIP and lwIP TCP/IP stacks are tested with TinyOS.
TinyOS provides energy efficient implementation of these
TCP/IP stacks on sensing nodes while using the MICAz
hardware platforms.

A WSNs application known as intrusion detection first used
the IP-based sensing nodes for its sensing operation [230].
In this application, embedded sensor board (ESB) was used
on Contiki operating system and later on TinyOS. Both the
contiki OS and TinyOS give the optimal compatibility for both
the address centric routing of TCP/IP protocol stack and data
centric routing protocols of WSNs.

In [231], the IPv6 and IPv4 have been compared for their
implementation in WSNs. Despite the 128 bit address space of
IPv6, IPv6 is more flexible and has advantages when it is used
for WSNs. SAA approach of IPv6 and larger address space to
cover large networks make it best fit for emerging WSNs for
IoT. TinyOS coding is edited with respect to SAA approach
of IPv6.

To make the IPv6 compatible for TinyOS-supported sensing
nodes, the 6LoWPAN working group (6LoWPAN WG) has
developed an intermediate layer to incorporate IPv6 into
802.15.4 [232]. The overhead created by IPv6 header is
minimized with the introduction of compression mechanis in
6LoWPAN. The header compression mechanism 1 and 01
(HC1 and HC01) are supported by TinyOS programming
model. In addition to compression, the fragmentation tech-
nique also divides the IPv6 packets into several 802.15.4
frames, hence makes the IPv6 suitable for low power tiny
sensing nodes.

In WSNs, various protocols communicate with one another
with the help of message passing. TinyOS supports active
message passing in message-oriented communications. These
active messages obtain the help of “Split Control” to manage
energy in the whole network [95]. TinyOS makes WSN
communications reliable and fault-tolerant by supporting
message-based communications. With the passage of time,
TinyOS has witnessed many developments in its structure to
make WSN communications energy-efficient.

B. TinyDB

In the communications process, sensing nodes using TinyOS
use features of TinyDB. With the help of TinyDB, sensing
motes extract useful information from the network. It is
actually the query-processing system that conserves the energy
in the system and made the programming task much easier.
To extract the information, low-level code does not have to

be written separately for TinyOS, because TinyDB with a
structured query language (SQL) type of interface provides
query processing. The following features were added with the
integration of TinyDB in TinyOS [96]–[99].

• Network Layout: TinyDB manages the whole network
topology. The whole communications network layout is
maintained in TinyDB.

• Efficient Query Handling: Time-critical and non-critical
data, as mentioned by Mayer et al. [100], can also be
provided to end users with TinyDB.

• Data Protection: Sensing motes sense data and then
transfer them to the BS [101]. In this transfer, data
integrity and protection under TinyOS is provided with
the help of TinyDB.

• Smooth Communications: Sensor network communica-
tions is more reliable and smoother with the help of
TinyDB.

C. Support of IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee Protocol Stack

The IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee protocol stack is now used by
sensing applications. WSNs with ZigBee applications are
gaining more and more importance. TinyOS is utilized in
various sensing applications with the integration of ZigBee.
MICAz platforms are considered more useful when using
ZigBee with TinyOS [107]–[109]. ZigBee was also tested on
different hardware platforms running TinyOS [110]. Porting
TinyOS from one platform to another platform with ZigBee
does not introduce many complexities, compared to other
protocol stacks [111].

D. TinyLTS

TinyLTS is an extension of TinyOS. Through the help of
TinyLTS, network-related logging and tracing can be achieved.
Through logging and tracing, network applications can be
monitored and analyzed without any other separate logging
tools. TinyLTS can get into the applications main components
and gives an idea of their behavior. TinyLTS can also separate
dynamic and static information at compile time [112].

E. TinyOS Implementation for Hybrid Networks

WSNs can be implemented in a wider variety of fields
than wired networks. These low-power sensing nodes cannot
perform high levels of computation for various applications,
such as in industry. So, wired support sensing nodes are
implemented for advanced sensing applications. These hybrid
networks of wireless and wired nodes have been simulated
under TinyOS. TinyOS seems to support energy-efficient com-
munications in these hybrid networks [113].

F. TinyOS Implementation for Heterogeneous Networks

Sensing nodes are different from one another in terms
of their energy levels, supported hardware platforms and
sensing operations. Such heterogeneous network conditions
can be produced with the help of the TiQ framework. TinyOS
provides a TiQ environment for operation of heterogeneous
networks. TinyOS appears to be the most reliable OS for
heterogeneous networks [114].
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF TinyOS-BASED SIMULATORS

VII. SIMULATORS FOR TinyOS

Researchers can now simulate different sensing applications
and OSs with virtual environments. Real hardware imple-
mentation of new applications in distributed sensor nodes is
much more time-consuming and more expensive. Different
virtual environments have been created to simulate different
applications and OSs for WSNs [115]. TinyOS and its various
applications can also be simulated on a wide variety of
simulators. Instead of a TinyOS installation with real sensing
nodes, various experiments can be performed by running it on
simulators on a PC. A comparative view of different simulators
is given in Table IV. Different simulators that help TinyOS are
explained below.

A. TOSSIM

This is a widely accepted simulator for TinyOS and its
various applications. It analyzes TinyOS at a very basic level.
TOSSIM can find many bugs in TinyOS and its various
applications. Large numbers of nodes running TinyOS can be
simulated using it [116]–[118]. TOSSIM is used for many
applications to test their operational behavior. Some of the

widely used applications that utilize TOSSIM for testing are
given below.

• Different routing algorithms are first simulated using
TOSSIM. Multihop routing algorithms are usually simu-
lated on TOSSIM [119].

• Distributed binary consensus algorithms are extensively
used in WSNs for finding dead nodes [120]. TOSSIM
is widely used by these algorithms to check their oper-
ation [121]. TOSSIM also provides support for various
other algorithms [119], [177].

• Collection tree protocol (CTP) is an extensively used
routing protocol for WSNs. It is an energy-efficient
routing protocol for efficient data collection, processing
and transmission of processed data. TOSSIM is used in
simulations of CTP. CTP is highly compatible with this
simulation environment [122].

• Hopfield neural networks simulation is performed in
TOSSIM. TOSSIM, in this case, provides a parallel and
distributed computation environment for simulation of
neural networks [123].

• Heterogeneous and large-scale WSNs can be simulated
with the help of TOSSIM. It is the only TinyOS-based
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simulator that provides simulations of heterogeneous net-
works. For this purpose, a simple if and then control
structure is proposed in TOSSIM [124].

• Time complexity, or the running time of applications,
can be assessed with the help of TOSSIM. TinyOS-based
applications can now be assessed for their execution time
to avoid any bottlenecks in systems. For this purpose, the
number of time periods is estimated and then the time
complexity of the application is assessed [125].

• Different visualizers have been added in TOSSIM. These
visualizers add not only graphical support to TOSSIM,
but provide simulation of real-time applications. Having
3D visualizers for real-time applications makes it the sim-
ulator of choice for TinyOS real-time applications [126].

TOSSIM is considered the de facto simulator for TinyOS
applications. Furthermore, TOSSIM has also undergone many
developmental changes, such as adding new RF models. With
these modifications, simulation of TinyOS on different hard-
ware platforms has now become more and more easy [129].

B. Power TOSSIM

Energy-scarce WSNs with TinyOS can be simulated to
predict accurate energy consumption in sensing nodes. Power
TOSSIM is an extension of TOSSIM for predicting power
demand for TinyOS applications [127], [128].

C. mTOSSIM

This is an advanced simulator for novel TinyOS support-
ive applications. In mTOSSIM, usually the battery life of
sensing nodes in relation to TinyOS applications is predicted.
Compared to PowerTOSSIM and TOSSIM, in mTOSSIM, the
sensing environment is taken into account, such as indoor
or outdoor. mTOSSIM employs an advanced radio model
in its operation of predicting the battery lifetime of sensing
motes [130].

D. Viptos

Viptos is a graphical simulator for TinyOS applications.
Viptos is a combination of two strong simulating tools, namely,
Ptolemy and TOSSIM. Viptos can simulate heterogeneous
sensor nodes running TinyOS. The main contribution of Viptos
is its ability to support graphical environments for simulation
of TinyOS applications [133].

E. QualNet

Sensor nodes running TinyOS on the MICA2 hardware
platform can be simulated using the QualNet simulator. This
simulator provides accuracy and scalability when using the
MICA2 hardware platform [136].

F. TOSSF

Simulator for Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks (SWAN) is a
well-known simulator for wireless ad hoc networks. TinyOS
scalable simulation framework (TOSSF) is an advanced
version of SWAN for simulating TinyOS, to gain more
accuracy and flexibility [139].

G. Avrora

AVR instructions can be simulated with the help of the
Avrora simulator. This is a TinyOS-based simulator. Hetero-
geneous networks can also be simulated with the help of
Avrora [118].

H. SmartSim

This is a TinyOS-supported simulator. SmartSim is more
closely related to TOSSIM. However, the main difference lies
in its graphical interface. SmartSim is a graphical simulator
that is used for simulating TinyOS-based applications [140].

I. EmTOS

EmTOS [141] is based on EmStar [142]. The wrapper
library of EmTOS, which is similar to that of TOSSIM,
enables TinyOS applications to run a simulation as a single
module. With the help of EmTOS, heterogeneous networks
can also be simulated using TinyOS features.

VIII. COMPARATIVE VIEW OF TinyOS
WITH OTHER SENSORS OS

TinyOS is a widely used OS for sensing nodes. Randomly
distributed sensing nodes use different hardware platforms. So,
a wide variety of OSs have been developed for tiny sensing
nodes [10]. Comparison of TinyOS with other OSs is based
on their different characteristics and performance. This section
discusses the comparative view of TinyOS based on its features
and performance.

A. Comparative View of TinyOS Based on Its Features

A comparative view of TinyOS against Contiki, LiteOS,
SOS, MANTIS, Nano-Rk, and RETOS OSs based on different
features is given in Table V. Brief details of each OS are given
as follows.

B. Contiki

The Contiki OS is discussed elsewhere [8], [10], [11], [20],
[92], [143]–[145] as an open source OS for tiny sensing
motes. Its multitasking kernel made it the OS for a wide
variety of sensing motes. This lightweight, portable OS has
traits of preemptive multithreading, proto-threads and virtual
network computing. Contiki also provides support for a wide
variety of communications protocols. Compared to TinyOS,
this OS has dynamic and modular support for its different
programming model components. The C language was used
in designing the Contiki OS, as opposed to NesC, which was
used in TinyOS. Now, the advanced version of Contiki 2.2.1
provides concurrency, ContikiSec for security and a Coffee file
system. Event-driven characteristics of Contiki and TinyOS
make them OSs of choice for sensing nodes. These enhanced
features of Contiki made it more similar to TinyOS. In contrast
to TinyOS, a managed memory allocator in Contiki provides
more efficient memory management than TinyOS. Compared
to TinyOS, Contiki OS has two types of events: asynchronous
events and synchronous events.
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TABLE V

COMPARATIVE VIEW BETWEEN TinyOS, AND OTHER WSN OSs

C. LiteOS
LiteOS [8], [20], [146], [147] is the Unix-based OS for

sensing motes. This OS has gained much attention due to
its ability to support Unix hardware platforms. LiteC++
with class library support is the programming language of
this OS. Dynamic memory allocation and the modular com-
ponent mode of LiteOS make it the OS for Unix-based

hardware platforms. Wireless reprogramming capability,
a built-in hierarchical Unix-based file system, and a smaller
footprint are the distinguishing features of LiteOS. A new
version, LiteOS 1.0, has been introduced to make it more
responsive to real-time traffic. This new version, with the
help of a virtual battery, conserves a lot of energy in systems.
IRIS and MICAz are the well-known hardware platforms that
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are supported by LiteOS. An event-based programming model,
multi-thread support, and networking support make it closer to
TinyOS, but compared to TinyOS, it does not support real-time
traffic and does not provide concurrency.

D. SOS

SOS, discussed in several studies [8], [11], [148], was
developed by Mobisys in 2005. The main motive behind its
development was to introduce the OS to a WSN environment
that can support multiple hardware platforms. SOS can support
MICA2, MICAz, Telos and many other hardware platforms.
Usually, Java-based simulators are employed for its testing
before installation. Various differences exist between SOS and
TinyOS. The main difference lies in the visibility or non-
visibility of components during compilation. Components of
TinyOS are not visible when they are compiled into binary
code, whereas components of SOS do not disappear after
compilation. Also, SOS does not provide a real-time guaran-
tee, concurrency, multi-thread support, a compact file system
and remote debugging. These features are well supported in
TinyOS. The new version of SOS is 2.0.1. This advanced
version supports a virtual battery and energy-efficient network
message passing, and it has a modular structure. SOS uses
dynamic memory management, just like TinyOS.

E. MANTIS

Event-driven TinyOS is quite different from the multi-
threaded MANTIS OS. MANTIS is quite predictable and is
used for a network that has to be idle for a long time [8], [10],
[11], [149], [150]. MANTIS was developed under the MONET
project of 2005, and the main purpose of its development
was to ensure enhanced multithreading in a WSN OS.
Binary semaphores and counting semaphores were introduced
in MANTIS to ensure concurrency, just like in TinyOS.
Compared to TinyOS, it supports dynamic memory allocation,
a modular component model, and an event-based programming
model. Wireless reprogramming, remote debugging, commu-
nications security and an improved file system are absent in
the MANTIS OS. It also supports a wide variety of hardware
platforms, just like TinyOS.

F. Nano-RK

In several studies [8], [11], [151], the main features of
Nano-RK and its characteristic differences compared to
TinyOS are discussed. It supports the time-sensitive appli-
cations of WSNs in more efficient ways, and Nano-RK was
developed for handling of real-time tasks. A more sensitive and
efficient task-scheduling technique has also been integrated
into this OS. Resources are reserved in this OS to ensure
timely and guaranteed delivery of network packets. Nano-RK
has more similarity to TinyOS in that it has the same real-
time handling of tasks, static memory management, monolithic
system model, multi-thread support, and concurrency control.
Compared to TinyOS, Nano-Rk does not have an efficient file
system, remote debugging, and communications security. The
current version of Nano-RK supports sockets, like abstractions
for network communications.

TABLE VI

REDUCTION IN CODE DUE TO INLINING AND ITS EFFECT
ON TinyOS PERFORMANCE (ADAPTED FROM [27])

TABLE VII

REDUCTION IN CPU CYCLES, BOUNDARY CROSSING OF 7 MODULES,
AND TIMER OVERHEAD DUE TO TinyOS CODE

OPTIMIZATION (ADAPTED FROM [27])

G. RETOS

RETOS [8], [152], [153] was developed under a project of
IPSN in 2007. Multi-threading for sensing motes is the main
contribution of this OS. User-mode and kernel-mode handling
of tasks is also incorporated in RETOS. RETOS supports
the design and development of various sensing applications
because it was used as a code checker for new sensing
applications that run on it. It is now widely used in network
communications due to the presence of a three-layer network
architecture module. A wireless reprogramming capability,
multi-threading, and dynamic memory allocation makes it
more similar to TinyOS, whereas remote debugging, a compact
file system and enhanced features for energy conservation
are not addressed in RETOS. The latest version of RETOS
is 1.4, which supports a wide variety of hardware platforms
and virtualization.

H. Comparative View of TinyOS Based on Its Performance

TinyOS developers employ various techniques and design
approaches in programming model of TinyOS to improve
its performance. By adopting the various approaches and
modifications in NesC code, a significant improvement in
various performance metrics have been witnessed. TinyOS
program size, random-access memory (RAM) usage, energy
consumption, application code length, and central processing
unit (CPU) utilization are the performance metrics that have
been discussed in literature for performance comparison of
TinyOS with other OSs [8]. The effects on performance
metrics with respect to different coding paradigms have been
discussed below.

1) Inlining in TinyOS Code: Inlining a function in NesC
code as discussed in [28] improves the performance of
TinyOS while minimizing various overheads such as code size,
complex components, and wiring overheads. CPU utilization
and energy consumption are minimized to a great extent by
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TABLE VIII

PERFORMANCE IN ENERGY CONSERVATION ENHANCES DUE TO DYNAMIC UPDATES IN TinyOS (ADAPTED FROM [61])

inlining the code. Code is reduced by inlining a function with
the help of single call site. Multiple call sites can extend
the code which really affects the optimization of TinyOS.
Table VI shows the performance of TinyOS with respect to
CPU utilization when the inlining reduces the code of different
applications such as surge, mate, and TinyDB.

With the help of inlining, sensing tasks are made smaller
in size. Smaller sensing tasks are well supported in TinyOS
compared to other OSs of WSNs. For example, MANTIS
has 17.15% longer execution time for small task compared
to TinyOS. This improved performance of TinyOS is also
due to the efficient packet forwarding mechanism adopted by
NesC [225].

2) Dynamic TinyOS: Sensing nodes are installed in a loca-
tion where their replacements and their components update
during runtime incur serious overhead. TinyOS updates and
software exchanges cannot be done during sensing operations.
For OS updates and component exchanges, sensing operations
have to be shut down. This was a drawback of OSs for
WSNs, including TinyOS. However, dynamic TinyOS feature
in programming model of TinyOS lets developers update,
and even exchange, the TinyOS components and software
dynamically without interrupting the sensing operation. This
turns out to be more efficient for memory, and a more energy-
efficient approach for TinyOS applications [61]. The increase
in performance of TinyOS (saving factor) with respect to
energy while using TinyDB for various applications such as
sense, blink, and oscilloscope is given in Table VIII.

When compared with OSs of WSNs, TinyOS shows more
performance in conserving the energy of the network. For
example, with the node at the position (n = 8) in tree
and executing a sensing task of (ls = 1ms) size (where
n represents the position of any sensing node in a binary
tree, and ls is the duration for executing the task as defined
in [225]), TinyOS shows 7.6% improvement in energy saving
compared to MANTIS OS [225].

3) Incremental Programming of TinyOS Code: TinyOS
code has been edited to provide the incremental network
programming for WSNs. Unlike the dynamic programming
as discussed in previous subsection, developers now use an
algorithm named as Rsync in incremental programming. The
sensing motes now can transmit their modified code dur-
ing transmission without interrupting the sensing operation.

TABLE IX

TinyOS USES LESS MODULES AND LINES COMPARED TO APPLICATION

MODULES AND LINES (ADAPTED FROM [27])

With the use of Rsync algorithm, TinyOS shows 9.1%
improvement in performance compared to LiteOS for changing
the source code by implementing incremental programming in
multi-hop WSNs [146], [226].

4) Optimization of NesC Code: Cross-components in NesC
code are optimized by imposing the restrictions on component
model to perform the static analysis. Call-graph for any appli-
cation is constructed by NesC that excludes the unreachable
code and hence improves the performance. This optimization
of TinyOS code results in reduction in memory usage [27] and
CPU cycles. Table VII shows the reduction in CPU cycles in
the timer event, while optimizing the code of TinyOS. A total
of 38% reduction in CPU cycles, 57% reduction in overhead
of boundary crossing of 7 modules, and 29% reduction in
overhead that is created by timer event can be achieved with
optimization of TinyOS code.

5) Component Model of TinyOS Code: Which component
of TinyOS code will handle which application, is decided by
the component model of TinyOS code. Usually, the TinyOS
code is divided into application code and the OS code. The OS
code which consists of scheduler and radio stack handles the
application code with the help of component model. Compo-
nent model efficiently uses the code and assigns minimum
OS code to execute each application. TinyOS source code
contains 108 code modules and 64 modules for configuration.
Every module has an average of 120 lines. It shows the
efficient component model of TinyOS, which carries smaller
code size. Table IX shows that the component model of
TinyOS assigns minimum possible code to each of three
applications run by TinyOS. This effective component model
makes TinyOS not only the memory efficient but also the
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TABLE X

TinyOS-BASED SUPPORTED HARDWARE PLATFORMS

energy efficient, as less energy is consumed for execution
of applications [27]. Performance comparison with respect
to memory usage metric is made with MANTIS in [225].
An experimental application is executed on PIC16 [227]
processor while using TinyOS and MANTIS. TinyOS comes
out to be 4kB less in memory usage compared to MANTIS.
This reduction in memory usage is due to the reduction in
code performed by component model of TinyOS code.

IX. TinyOS SUPPORTED HARDWARE PLATFORMS

AND THEIR FIELD IMPLEMENTATION

WSNs consisting of tiny motes perform three distinguishing
tasks, compared to other conventional network nodes. These
nodes are to sense, process and then transmit data to other
connected nodes or to some other aggregating destination.
These nodes work in a flat topology and, sometimes, in a
clustered topology. These topological advances enable sensor
nodes to conserve more and more energy [158]–[160]. Highly
dense and resource-constrained networks of these sensing
motes require hardware platforms that meet their require-
ments [161]. Design of the OS plays a crucial role in the
sensing operation. TinyOS is considered to be more com-
patible with many hardware platforms that are designed for
WSNs [162]. A variety of hardware platforms are supported
by TinyOS. Different hardware platforms with their features
are presented in Table X. To port from one hardware platform
to another, TinyOS developers have come out with a hardware
abstraction architecture. TinyOS hardware abstractions can be

broadly classified into three layers [25], [163], [164]. These
layers are as follows.

1) Hardware Interface Layer (HIL):
This comprises hardware-independent components,
interfaces and events.

2) Hardware Presentation Layer (HPL):
This is close to the hardware layer. Components in this
layer are not picked by applications but are used by
hardware in some particular tasks.

3) Hardware Adaptation Layer (HAL):
This layer favors hardware functionality, and is closer
to the HPL.

Different layers within different hardware abstractions
of hardware platforms are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
Hardware abstractions clearly show that certain applications
are hardware-independent and others are hardware-dependent
on different hardware platforms running TinyOS. Below
are some hardware platforms that are supported by
TinyOS.

• MICA is a platform that supports TinyOS. MICA, which
is a very small hardware structure, usually in inches,
can be used in multihop routing, and is a widely used
platform [165]. Some other advanced versions of MICA
are now deployed in health and other fields. These new
releases of MICA enhance the use of TinyOS in different
dimensions.

• MICA2-based platform extensions are available and use
TinyOS [166]. MICA2 is the primary TinyOS design and
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Fig. 6. Platform-independent applications (adapted from [163]).

Fig. 7. Platform-dependent applications (adapted from [163]).

development platform. It supports almost all the TinyOS-
supported sensing applications.

• MICAz [8], [125], [157], [162] hardware platforms
enable TinyOS to support the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
and other higher-layer ZigBee standards.

• Telos [8], [20], [157], [162] is the hardware platform
that is designed for power conservation. Telos works well
with TinyOS and saves power, which enhances network
lifetime. It also supports the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
Usually, a 1.8V operation is supported in Telos.

• Rene [162] is the hardware-dependent hardware platform
that runs TinyOS. Rene motes are generally employed in
the medical sciences [168].

• Intel-Mote2 [8], [162] is the Linux-based TinyOS plat-
form, which is very useful for many sensing applications.
The main feature of this platform is that it can also be
used for non-TinyOS-based sensing motes.

• BT Node [162] is the TinyOS-supported hardware plat-
form that is especially designed for cellular phones sup-
porting sensing applications that run TinyOS. Also, this
hardware facilitates multihop communications.

• Stargate [32], [162] is the most energy-efficient hardware
platform, newly developed for sensing motes. It supports
serial connections to sensor networks.

TABLE XI

TinyOS AND OTHER OSs AND THEIR FIELD IMPLEMENTATIONS
(ADAPTED FROM [20])

A. TinyBench

In WSNs, there is no standardized approach for evaluating
hardware platforms of sensing motes. Hardware platforms
are selected based on their supported applications and other
features. A standardized benchmark procedure is missing for
categorizing hardware platforms. However, TinyOS developers
have come out with a new TinyOS-based benchmark for hard-
ware platforms of sensing motes. This benchmark is named
TinyBench. This is a single-node standardized benchmark
based on TinyOS applications [170].

Sensing nodes are employed in a variety of fields. Different
OSs are used in different sensing mechanisms. Some OSs are
more responsive to a particular environment where others do
not perform well. TinyOS is employed in a variety of fields to
enhance sensing operations. An overview of TinyOS versus
other OSs with their implementations in different fields is
given in Table XI [20]. Fig. 8 [20] shows an analysis of usage
of OSs in WSNs. TinyOS is more widely deployed than any
other OS. More than 60 percent of the sensing fields employ
TinyOS due to its flexibility in the architecture.
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TABLE XII

TinyOS SUPPORTED SENSING APPLICATIONS

Fig. 8. Usage of different OSs (adapted from [20]).

X. TinyOS AND ITS SUPPORTED SENSING APPLICATIONS

TinyOS is an open OS for WSNs. Component-based
TinyOS is a widely used OS, compared to other OSs in WSNs.
TinyOS supports many sensing applications. Table XII shows
the various TinyOS supported sensing applications and rele-
vant references. Some of the widely used sensing applications
that TinyOS supports are discussed below.

A. TinyOS for Water-Monitoring Applications

Water monitoring has gained a lot of attention in the sensing
world. Water levels are measured to keep levels of water flow
optimal. Water distribution networks are now monitored with
the aid of sensing motes, which has resulted in increased
efficiency of water distribution systems. Water waste is now
kept to a minimum with the help of sensor nodes [171].
TinyOS supports many water monitoring applications. Water
is remotely monitored with the help of TinyOS-supported
applications that involve monitoring of both water quality and
quantity. For remote water quantity monitoring, flooding rout-
ing protocols have been developed. Water quality sensors are
employed to perform real-time monitoring for water contami-
nants [172]. Water quantity is measured with the help of smart
water meters. These smart meters use ZigBee or M-Bus plat-
forms. M-Bus implementations using TinyOS are very useful
for water meter reading applications. TinyOS shows support
for a wide variety of water-monitoring applications [173].
Underwater applications, such as seismic monitoring, are
also very well supported by TinyOS. Underwater commu-
nications protocols, especially routing protocols, work well
with TinyOS [174], [175]. Other communications networks,

such as software-defined networks, also employ TinyOS for
underwater communications [176].

B. TinyOS Support for Medical Applications

WSNs are now widely utilized in various medical appli-
cations. With the implementation of sensors in the medical
field, WSNs have gained a lot of attention. Different medical
applications are now provided by WSNs [178], [179]. TinyOS
seems to be the perfect OS for different biological sensing
applications. Neural interfaces with TinyOS help to capture
nerve signals during an electroencephalogram (EEG) [180].
Brain neural signals are sensed by TinyOS-based sensing
motes. There are applications that not only sense neural
signals but also provide neural recording [181], [182]. A new
NesC TinyOS model has been proposed for distributed and
parallel computation of neural networks. This new model
includes initialization of a neural network, and relaxation
and convergence of neural computation [183]. Many of the
TinyOS-based sensing motes use the MICAz platform for
accurate measuring of signals [166]. TinyOS is also the OS of
choice for electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring. This specially
designed TinyOS-based ECG monitor uses the 868 MHz ISM
frequency band [184].

C. TinyOS Supported Management Systems for WSNs

Sensing nodes are equipped with limited resources. If the
whole sensing and communications operation is not properly
managed, then it will result in considerable degradation of the
whole network. Network lifetime decreases, and earlier death
of nodes happens in the network. So systematic management
of the network is required for WSNs [185]–[187]. Different
management methods in WSNs are employed to efficiently
utilize network resources. DISON, supported by TinyOS, is a
generic management system for sensor nodes. The manage-
ment job is done by one of the nodes in the network, and
then the job is taken over by another node after a certain time
period. This saves the energy of nodes in the network [188].
TinyOS is an efficient OS that conserves power in the sys-
tem by properly managing energy [36], [63], [189]. Limited
resources of sensor nodes results in poor QoS. However,
TinyOS provides better QoS management with limited network
resources [190]. 6LoWPAN mobility management is handled
very efficiently with the help of TinyOS. This open source
OS manages the mobility of IP-based WSNs and enhances
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throughput of the whole network. [191]. WSN management
can also be achieved with implementation of the IEEE 1451
standard. The introduction of a transducer for efficient trans-
mission of information under the IEEE 1451 standard, and
further implementation of this standard in TinyOS, provides
reliable network management for sensing motes [192].

D. TinyOS Supportive Applications for Detecting
Security Threats in WSNs

Sensing nodes are randomly distributed. Location of these
nodes is far away from the BS. Tiny motes sense data and then
forward them to the BS, which is located at some distance.
In this transmission, sensing node data can undergo various
attacks. Data integrity and authenticity is lost when WSNs
come under these attacks. Various classifications of attack have
been discussed in the literature on sensing nodes [193]–[195].
Studies of different attacks have been performed on TinyOS.
TinyOS minimizes threats of many attacks, and hence,
it comes out to be a more secure and reliable OS for sensing
nodes. Wireless injection attacks, denial of service attacks and
man-in-the-middle attacks have been studied on TinyOS to
minimize the effect of these attacks [196].

E. TinyOS-Based Environment Monitoring Applications

Environmental awareness has compelled researchers to
come out with environmentally friendly tools. Environment
degrading factors are monitored regularly. WSNs provide
environment monitoring to save the environment from
different degradation factors. Carbon emissions and glacier
monitoring are tackled well by sensing motes [4], [197]–[199].
Many TinyOS-based environment monitoring applications
have been developed to consistently monitor the environment.
Greenhouse gases, glaciers, and global-warming monitoring
applications are developed and tested with TinyOS. TinyOS,
in these cases, comes out to be more efficient and reliable than
any other OS for WSNs [200], [201]. WiseNet is a specially
designed TinyOS-based wireless network for sensors. Wisenet
is designed for monitoring the environment. Environmental
factors such as light, temperature and humidity can be sensed
well with TinyOS-based WiseNet. WiseNet maintains a
database. Sensing nodes sense and forward data to servers,
from where the data are taken for further analysis [202].
CC2430 sensing nodes implemented with TinyOS can also
be used for measuring temperature and for monitoring
switchgear assemblies. The switchgear assemblies encounter
voltage changes. So TinyOS enables these nodes to detect
voltage fluctuations and temperature very precisely [203].

F. TinyOS-Based Agricultural Applications

Now, WSNs have found their way into agriculture.
Agricultural productivity can be increased many times over
with the help of sensing nodes. The effect of weather on
crops, of water levels on crops, the effects of fertilizers, and
initial seed growth can be monitored with the help of sensing
motes [204]–[206]. TinyOS-based applications have been
developed that can be implemented on farms. TinyOS-based

motes have been widely used for monitoring agricultural
productivity [207].

G. TinyOS-Based Solar Power Generation
Monitoring Applications

Renewable energy resources have gained a lot of attention
in the modern energy-scarce world. These resources must
be utilized with the utmost care to make them available
for a longer period of time. Sensor networks are usually
employed for monitoring these resources. Solar energy gener-
ation based on photovoltaic cells can also use TinyOS. TinyOS
in these applications precisely monitors the whole generation
process [208], [209].

H. TinyOS-Based Habitat Monitoring Applications

TinyOS is widely deployed in monitoring habitats. Habitat
monitoring is an important application of WSNs. Through
habitat monitoring, sensing nodes collect data related to
residential areas and other biological habitats [210], [211].
TinyOS-based applications can be used for monitoring local
harmonics. Through monitoring local harmonics, electricity
issues can be resolved very efficiently [212]. Physical system
monitoring applications, such as cyber physical system moni-
toring, have also gained attention. For this purpose, the IP flow
information export (IPFIX) protocol was introduced for phys-
ical systems. This protocol has been implemented in TinyOS
and was named TinyIPFIX. This is the provision of IoT
applications, and TinyOS supports this combination of sensors
and IoT implementation [213]. A more efficient TinyOS-based
localization system was introduced [214]. This TinyOS-based
application is an energy-efficient localization system, which
uses an accelerometer. Nodes request the location of people,
frequently and infrequently, depending upon whether people
are running or standing still. Usually, TinyOS-based TelosB
sensing-node platforms are employed in these operations.

I. TinyOS Implementations on FPGA Systems

A field programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated
circuit that provides the customer with facility of config-
uration, so customers can configure these chips according
to their own demands. FPGA systems are now used in
WSNs [215], [216]. TinyOS is the only OS that has been
made so flexible that it can easily be implemented on an
FPGA system. Implementations of TinyOS on FPGA systems
require few modifications in the code of TinyOS. TinyOS
also seems to be very energy-efficient when ported to FPGA
systems [217], [218].

J. TinyOS Support for SANETs

Sensor actuator networks (SANETs) have gained entry into
many fields. SANETs are applied in agriculture, industry and
in medical fields. SANETs can be employed for specific
applications. For these purposes, TinyOS is adjusted to make
it specific for that one field. TinyOS also supports Service-
Oriented SANETs (SOSANETs). A new design of TinyOS,
named TinySOA, is employed for this purpose [219].
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XI. TinyOS LIMITATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

TinyOS is a widely accepted OS for sensing nodes.
However, it also faces many limitations. Certain limitations
are discussed below.

A. Limitations of TinyOS

TinyOS is a widely used OS for WSNs. It has attracted
many researchers and is being employed in many sensing
motes. However, that does not mean that TinyOS supports
all application tasks. There are certain limitations that TinyOS
faces during the execution of tasks. Improper execution of
tasks can lead to burdens and loads on the processor, which
in turn, leads to inefficiency of the system [46]. Following are
certain limitations faced by TinyOS.

1) Abnormal tasks in the job queue are not efficiently
handled in TinyOS. Sometimes, abnormal tasks can
hinder the execution of follow-up tasks. This can lead
to extra burdens and loads on the processor [50].

2) TinyOS cannot handle a high frequency of local tasks.
When the frequency of local tasks increases, it can lead
to loss of other tasks.

3) Baud rate is highly affected when the execution of some
tasks takes a lot of time, compared to other tasks. In this
way, the execution of real tasks is affected. TinyOS
cannot properly handle these situations [46].

4) TinyOS applications are considered difficult to construct,
debug and handle [43].

5) While TinyOS performs well with static applications,
TinyOS does not provide good performance for dynamic
applications. Also, complex applications are not well
supported in TinyOS [220].
Most of the limitations are addressed with certain exten-
sions and modifications in the programming structure
of TinyOS. TinyOSs advanced versions and various
extensions are given below.

B. TinyOS Advanced Versions and Extensions

With the growing demand for TinyOS, many new features
were added. Many requirements for sensing nodes were not
addressed in TinyOS when it was first developed. So users
demanded that certain modifications and enhancements be
incorporated.

1) TinyOS 2.0: The programming model of TinyOS 1.x
was reconfigured and redesigned for TinyOS 2.0. Version 1.x
encountered certain limitations. These limitations were
addressed with enhanced features in 2.x, but this also
introduced certain compatibility issues in TinyOS and its
supported applications. TinyOS 2.0 advanced features are
given below [221].

• Hardware abstractions were added in TinyOS 2.0. These
hardware abstractions were named the hardware abstrac-
tion architecture, which can be further subdivided into
three layers. This architecture enables TinyOS 2.0 to
support a larger number of hardware platforms.

• In addition to a non-preemptive FIFO task scheduler
in 1.x, TinyOS 2.0 has come up with a different

scheduling approach. TinyOS enables programmers and
developers to introduce a scheduler of their choice.
Normally, in TinyOS 2.0, every task has its own reserved
slot in the task queue.

• TinyOS 2.0 has an advanced and improved boot sequence.
The StdControl interface of 1.x was partitioned into Init
and StdControl interfaces in TinyOS 2.0. These two
interfaces make the boot sequence more responsive by
supporting start and stop commands.

• TinyOS 2.0 is written in the NesC 1.2 programming lan-
guage. The programming model of TinyOS 2.0 is made
in such a way that its components support virtualization
in more reliable way.

• TinyOS 2.0 provides plenty of timer interfaces. Timers
are an important feature for sensing motes. So, TinyOS
2.0 is considered more responsive, due to having plenty
of timers.

• Provision of a message_t buffer in TinyOS 2.0 makes
it more effective in sensing operations. There is plenty
of space in this type of buffer, so it can handle a large
number of packets.

• TinyOS 2.0 also provides efficient energy conservation
methods. Usually, the power control mechanism of the
microcontroller and the power control method of the
device makes it more suitable for tiny sensing motes.

2) TinyWifi (Extension of TinyOS): TinyWifi is character-
ized as a Linux-based TinyOS. Sensor nodes and other sensing
applications that are Linux-based can directly be implemented
with the help of TinyWifi.This has saved developers time
in further re-implementation of Linux-based sensing nodes.
With the provision of TinyWifi, Linux-based PCs and other
hand-held devices can be implemented on it. The primary
purpose of TinyWifi is to use IEEE 802.11 communication
protocols [163], [222]–[224].

XII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present the most widely used OS for
WSNs, TinyOS. We have encompassed the main features
of TinyOS. Contributions of this paper are multiple. This
survey has shown not only the contemporary state of the
art for TinyOS, but also the different developmental phases
and revisions it has undergone. Its event-driven concurrency
model, simple programming layout in NesC, and faster
execution make it the OS of choice for tiny sensing nodes.
We have shown that energy efficiency in TinyOS and the
best scheduling algorithms, like real-time scheduling and
priority scheduling, have made TinyOS operate the best in
resource-constrained sensing environments. This paper has
also pointed out that TinyOS code is very simple and short
and takes less memory, compared to other conventional OSs.
Memory management and protection with the help of TinyOS
is simple and more novel. Less memory requirements for
TinyOS installations and its applications has made it the OS
for sensor nodes. TinyOS is so flexible that it provides support
for the majority of energy-efficient routing protocols. Different
simulators for TinyOS were also discussed in our research
paper. A comparative view of TinyOS with other renowned
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OSs for WSNs shows that TinyOS supports more features
compared to other OSs for WSNs. TinyOSs support for a wide
range of sensing applications, such as habitat monitoring and
medical applications, has made it the OS of choice for WSNs.
By going through the different features of TinyOS, it is clear
that TinyOS is the OS for sensing networks that provides more
accuracy and flexibility for sensing node applications to run.
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